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Compac to
showcase Invision
2
Grading platform "raises the bar" on
detection of cherry defects
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cherry grading platform, a product the
group says "raises the bar on cherry grading
and sizing accuracy".

good-in-bad
Invision 2 also introduces an "all-new
compute and electrical system" which
provides a step-change in performance and
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a platform for future software releases to
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deliver further improvements over time,

detection of fine defects, such as stem pulls,

"so that Invision 2 will grow and evolve
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throughput irrespective of fruit quality,
and maximises yield and returns for the
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and
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The

greater

precision of the system also reduces the
operators’ workload, to the benefit of the
overall operation."

small-size blemishes.
"With these improvements,
The technology includes

http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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